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Abstract: As the need for information over network is
high.therefore such Media files which are shared in networking
sites and other areas must be highly protected to prevent files
from hackers. Watermarking is a prevention technique used to
prevent media files like images, audio and video files.The
introduction of 3G wireless communication systems, together with
the fast growing distribution of digital images and the growing
interest on their originality initiates an sudden
need of
authenticating images received by fallible channels, such as public
Internet and wireless networks. To meet this need, a content based
image authentication scheme that is suitable for an insecure
network and robust to prevent transmission errors is projected.In
this scheme, multi-scale features are used to make digital
signatures robust to prevent image degradations and key
dependent parametric wavelet filters are engaged to improve the
security against counterfeit attacks. This scheme is also able to
characterize tampering areas in the attacked image. The
information about the file encryption using Advance Encrypt
Standard algorithm and watermarking using discrete cosine
Transform Algorithm.
Keywords—Authentication,Digital Signature,Water
Marking,Content authenticity verification, Error concealment,
Embedding, Cryptography.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet is a tremendous communicating channel. Because
of the progress in networking and multimedia applications,
multimedia contents can easily be attacked by the unauthorized
persons. To confirm content integrity and to forbid duplication,
image authentication method have been emerged. A secure
digital signature scheme is one of the image authentication
method that is suitable for an vulnerable environment,and is
robust to transmission errors.In digital watermarking, a
watermark is enclosed into a cover image in such a way that
the consequent watermarked signal is robust to certain
distortion caused by either standard data processing in a affable
environment or
malicious attacks in an unfriendly
environment.
The system is proposed to provide authentication or
security for digital media.In system we use Digital
Watermarking image integrity to implement it we use Discrete
Cosine Transform and for image encryption SHA Algorithm.A
large number of networked multimedia applications have been
created because of the advances in digital media technologies
and networking. Those networked multimedia applications are
often employed in a distributed wireless network environment
that makes multimedia contents able to be attacked or harmed
by the attackers. For insecure environments, it is possible for an
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attacker to interfere with images without permission during
transmission. To guarantee honesty and reliability, image
authentication techniques have been introduced to confirm
content integrity nothing but the quality of being honest,and
prevent forgery.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Following are existing system description:.
A. A robust content based digital signature for image
authentication[8]
Digital signature technique is used for image authentication
,but the problem with this scheme is that the signature is
enclosed in image and hence the contents of original image
get modified.
B. Structural digital signature for image authentication: an
incidental distortion resistant scheme
A structural digital signature scheme is conferred but the
parent child pairs make it more inclined to random changes
in data, hence the system has more chances of being
destroyed.
C. Design of a robust and secure digital signature scheme for
image authentication over wireless channels
In this wavelet transforms are used to create signature,
but the problems with wavelets are their high computational
complexity, low security and robustness.
D. secure and robust digital signature scheme for JPEG2000
image authentication
A robust authentication can be accomplished at a cost of
low security and also forfiet the image quality. Some other
methods such as: distributed source coding and JPEG header
can also give reliable results at the cost of system complexity.














III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE




Transform)algorithm apply.That algorithm convert image
into block.
Firstly,we convert the image color RGB to the YCbCr
.RGB colors are easilyvisible to human eye.But,the YCbCr
color cannot view by human eye.
YCbCr color space in that Y is the component that is the
brightness,Cb component is the blue color minus Y
component and the Cr means red color minus Y
component.After converting YCbCr apply DCT.
We select the one block for embedding watermark on that
we embed the sender signature as a watermark.
After embedding watermark this is encrypted at the sender
side using sender private key
for encrypting the image In that system we use
AES(Advanced Encryption Standard)algorithm.
For Providing the authentication on sender side on that
image generate the digital signature for the authenticity
using the DSA(Digital Signature Algorithm).
After all that process the sender send the encrypted
image,sender private key,digital signature are included
image send the data to receiver.
At receiver side receiver receive that encrypted image,key
and digital signature on that data the generated signature is
verify on that receiver side using the DSA algorithm After
verifying that signature receiver decrypting the image
using AES algorithm by using the receiver private key. on
the decrypted image apply the IDCT(Inverse Discrete
Cosine Transform) algorithm.
IDCT is convert the image into spacial domain to
frequency domain. then the verify that alternate at receiver
side that watermark is the senders signature
which we embedd in the image.
then again the receiver convert the image color space
YCbCr to the RGB to view the image constraints. then the
receiver get the original image that image is in the form of
encryped and that image having the authenticity and
security
In this project sender send the image to the receiver
securely.
IV. ALGORITHM
1.

DCT(Discrete cosine transform):
2D-DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM:

2D-IDCT:

Fig. 1. System Architecture



In our proposed system the input is original image on that
original
image
the
DCT(Discrete
Cosine

A] WATERMARK EMBEDDING
The WATERMARK EMBEDDING steps using
this technique are following:
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1]Read colour host image.
2]Convert RGB to YCbCr components.
3]Apply DCT.
4]Embed the watermark components in to the
frequency subcomponents .
5]Apply IDCT.
6]Convert YCbCr to RGB.
7]Get watermarked image
8]Check Authentication.
B] WATERMARK EXTRACTION
The WATERMARK EXTRACTION steps using
this technique are following:
1]Read Watermarked image.
2]Convert RGB to YCbCr components
3]Apply DCT.
4]Extract the watermark components from frequency
subcomponents .
5]Convert YCbCr to RGB.
6]Get watermark image
7]Check Authentication.

2.AES( Advance Encryption Standard)
1] Byte Substitution
2] Shift Row
3]Mix Column
4]Add Round Key

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this project we presented a new method of embedding
watermark into colour image.The RGB image is converted to
YCbCr and watermarked by using discrete cosine transform
(DCT). The luminance component Y of image is considered for
embedding watermark. The performance of the presented
method can be assessed by PSNR,SNR,MSE and NC for
RED,BLUE and GREEN. Existing techniques have worked on
the gray scale of image, we have taken results for RED,BLUE
and GREEN separately. Content-dependent structural image
features and wavelet filter parameterization are incorporated
into the traditional crypto signature scheme to enhance the
system robustness and security. The secure digital signature
scheme can achieve good robustness against transmission
errors and some acceptable manipulation
operations.
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5]Process Block :
Here we consider single register for storing the temporary
intermediate as well as final result
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